


Bidding & Estimating Course Syllabus

• 2 Hours (Interactive)

• Introduction & Overview to Bidding & Estimating

• Review Sundt/Walsh Abstracting Process

• Estimating Templates



Introduction to Estimating
• Bid Documents
• Ethics in Bidding
• Estimate Planning
• Estimate Framework
• Technology Tools for Estimating
• Determining Estimated Costs
• Other Methods of Estimating
• Estimating Pifalls
• Using an Estimator
• Submitting Your Bid
• Job Cost Recording System



Introduction
• Accurate estimating is important to the profitability of a construction 

company.

• Answer these questions when deciding whether or not to bid a project:
• Company Resource & Type of Work 

• Do you have the resources?
• Is this project consistent with the type of work you do?

• Site Considerations
• Are there any special site considerations?
• Do the site conditions create any additional costs for your company?

• Location & Cost Effectiveness
• How can you do the work effectively and in the most cost effective manner?
• Does the location present special considerations and added cost through travel 

time and limited accessibility?



Bid Documents
• An Invitation to Bid

• Brief overview of the project, deadlines and general requirements.

• Bid Instructions
• Contain specific on how the bid should be completed and submitted.

• Bid Forms
• Include bid sheets, bid schedule, bidders questionnaire on experience, financial 

responsibility and capability.

• Supplements
• Additional pertinent information such as subcontract agreement, prime contract 

agreement, soils analysis, etc.

• Addendums
• Additional information or changes that occur prior to bids being due.



Bid Documents
• It is important to follow all of the instructions in the bid package 

carefully and submit all documents according to the required 
specifications.

• Bidder can be found unresponsive if information is incorrectly submitted 
or omitted altogether.

• Prebid meetings may also be scheduled.  It is highly recommended that 
you attend Prebid meetings.

• Be sure to review all addendums to evaluate the impacts on your bid.
• Changes in plans and specifications may effect your bid pricing or even 

decision to bid at all.



Ethics in Bidding
• Good ethical conduct is necessary to maintain the integrity of the 

bidding process.  The situations listed below are not only a poor way to 
do business, but against the law.

• Bid Shopping
• Bid shopping occurs when the general contractor approaches parties other than those who have submitted 

bids to seek a lower offer than what was quoted in the original bid.  In this situation, the general 
contractor reveals the original bids submitted and tries to reduce the price.

• Bid Peddling
• Bid peddling occurs when the parties approach the general contractor after the project was bid with the 

intent of lowering the original price submitted on bid day.

• Bid Rigging
• Bid rigging is a form of collusion where parties coordinate their bids to fix the award outcome of a project.

• If you ever have concerns about the process on a project, you should 
address this with the Register or Contractors. 



Estimate Planning
• Project Documents

• Construction or Architectural Drawings
• Schematic diagrams of the job, illustrations of the scope of work

• Specifications
• Details that determine the type of materials or methods to be used in construction.  
• There are many details of the project that are shown in the specifications that may not be shown on the 

drawings.

• The Contract
• The agreement between you and the customer (Owner or General Contractor).
• Contract outlines the obligations of each party.

• Site Visit
• There may be specifics about the site that influence the cost estimate.  These details 

cannot always be determined from the construction documents.
• It is important that you attend site visits and look for any factors that may impactful.
• Soil type, grading, vehicle access, and staging areas are some of the variables that 

could affect the cost o the project.
• Ask questions – If you are unclear about a specific requirement, or are unsure about 

anything, ask.  Make sure your questions are documented.



Estimate Framework
• Estimating should be a systematic process.  Approaching the estimate in 

an organized way will help avoid errors or omissions.
• Your estimating framework essentially lists the process for completing 

the job.  This can be accomplished by:
• Defining the phases of the project; and
• Listing each task and materials needed for each phase

• Once your framework is established, you can enter the time and cost for 
each task.  If you receive the job, you can easily convert the estimate into 
your project budget. 

• Define the Phases
• This may be specific work areas, structures, scopes, etc.

• List Tasks & Materials
• Identify the Tasks and Materials based on the Phases above.  Be sure to have a detailed Task and Material list.



Technology Tools for Estimating
• Many computer based software and tools are available to aide in the 

estimating effort. 
• Technology provides many benefits:

• Shorter time to prepare the estimate
• Improved accuracy; and
• Professional presentation to the customer
• Databases for unit cost items
• Multiple estimate formats
• Tracking method for historical cost information
• Ability to recall and modify past projects
• Job costing capabilities

• Estimating software is not required to be successful, its simply a tool.



Determining Estimated Costs
• Quantity Take-off Method

• One accurate method of estimating is the quantity take-off method.  Using this 
method, you individually estimate the labor and materials needed for each task you 
listed in your estimating framework.

• After estimating materials and labor, the following items are added:
• Subcontractor fees
• Labor Burden
• Project Overhead Costs
• Project Equipment
• Contingencies
• Allowances
• Company Overhead
• Profit



Determining Estimated Costs
• 10 Helpful Steps for Determining Estimated Costs

• (1) Determine Labor Cost for Each Task
• (2) Add Labor Burden
• (3) Determine Material Costs
• (4) Determine Project Equipment Costs
• (5) Add Subcontractor Fees
• (6) Add Allowances
• (7) Add Contingency
• (8) Add Project Overhead
• (9) Add Company Overhead
• (10) Add Markup and Determine Profit Margin



(1) Determining Labor Costs for Each Task
• Determine Labor Cost for Each Task

• Using your estimating framework, you can begin to enter your labor costs.
• Information from previous jobs can help you determine accurate job costs.
• There are also published costs available through RSMeans and other publications.
• Factor your experience with your local labor market and wages into your estimate.

• Labor Costs
• Required Labor Hours per Task (x) Labor Rate = Labor Cost per Task

• Labor can very based on factors such as employee skillset, size of crew, 
weather and other project in the area.

• Keep and use historical cost data whenever possible.
• Develop a cost-tracking system will benefit future estimates.



(2) Add Labor Burden
• Make sure you include costs such as employment taxes and insurance
• Labor Burden can add between 35%-45% to your labor costs
• These items can include such items as:

• Medicare and Social Security
• Federal Unemployment Insurance
• Workers Compensation
• Liability Insurance
• State Unemployment Insurance
• Company Benefits 



(3) Determine Materials Cost
• Determining Material Costs

• Using your estimating framework, you can begin to enter your labor costs.
• Information from previous jobs can help you determine accurate job costs.
• There are also published costs available through RSMeans and other publications.
• Factor your experience with your local labor market and wages into your estimate.

• Materials can be priced per unit or as a lump sum
• Materials can fluctuate based on availability and demand
• Keep current material cost data to minimize risk
• Obtain at least three bids to ensure you are receiving the best price
• Depending on the type of material and the job specifications, your waste 

contingency will vary 



(4) Determine Project Equipment Costs
• Determining Project Equipment Costs can have a significant impact 
• When Utilizing Owned Equipment, consider the following:

• Actual valve of equipment
• Maintenance and Operating Costs (factor in age and depreciation)
• Taxes & Fees
• Labor to operate equipment, including any training or licensing costs
• Insurance
• Calculate unit cost by estimating the number of hours you will use the equipment per 

year.  Divide this number into the total yearly cost of the equipment.

• When Renting Equipment, consider the following:
• Equipment rental rate
• Delivery costs to and from the site
• Labor to operate to the equipment
• Other costs associated with operating the equipment (e.g., cost of fuel)



(4) Determine Project Equipment Costs
• Rent, Lease or Buy?
• Construction equipment is vital to completion of construction projects
• Renting

• Usually the costliest, but flexible
• Short-term benefits
• Rented equipment replaces equipment being repaired
• Equipment has high maintenance and storage to distant locations

• Leasing
• Limited Capital expenditures
• Long-term benefits
• Durations of payments over a longer period of time
• Lease payments (as defined by the IRS) are deductible as operating expenses
• Obsolete equipment is returned to the Owner at the end of the lease

• Buying
• Long and useful life and will not become obsolete in the short-term
• Take advantage of certain tax benefits, usually costs less in the long-term



(5) Add Subcontract Fees
• Subcontractors are a consideration if you need to outsource work that 

your company does not have the resources to complete.
• Get at least three bids so you have a good measure of comparison
• Carefully evaluate subcontractors to determine that they have the 

proper qualifications, licenses, and insurance.
• Add subcontractor fees to the estimate to account for risk, profit and 

other unknown issues that may arise during the project



(6) Add Allowances
• There may be items that are not specified or need further clarification, 

therefore require allowances
• For these items, you can specify an allowance in your estimate
• When allowance are included, the contract should clearly address who is 

responsible for the difference 



(7) Add Contingencies
• A Contingency percentage is sometimes added to an estimate to protect 

you in an unanticipated problem or condition arises during the course of 
the project. 

• Contingency markups are generally based on the risk level of the project



(8) Add Project Overhead
• Project Overhead costs are items that are necessary to complete the 

project but are not directly associated with labor and materials.
• These costs typically account for 5%-10% of the total bid, but these costs 

should be itemized as much as possible to achieve the most accurate 
results.

• Examples of Project Overhead costs included:
• Utilities
• Dumpsters
• Portable Toilets

• Project Overhead differ from company overhead.
• Determining your Project Overhead

• Add up all of your project overhead costs up from the previous year.  Divide your 
project overhead costs by your revenues to arrive at your project overhead 
percentage.



(9) Add Company Overhead
• Company Overhead is the cost of doing business.
• These expenses are necessary to keeping the operation running.
• Examples of Company Overhead are:

• Office Rent
• Accounting Fees
• Taxes
• Telephone
• Legal Fees
• Administration Labor

• Company Overhead can range from 5%-20% depending on the size of 
the organization and the type of business.

• Determining your Company Overhead
• Add up all of your overhead costs up from the previous year.  These numbers my be 

found on your income statement as part of your administrative expenses.  Divide 
your overhead costs by your revenues to arrive at your overhead percentage.



(10) Add Markup & Determine Profit Margin

• Considerations for properly pricing a job include:
• Cost Estimate
• Customer needs and expectations
• Local market and competition
• Expected profit margins

• Determining the right pricing based on these factors is important to 
maximizing your profit and satisfying your customer needs.

• In your estimate, apply markup to the direct costs of the project, such as 
labor, materials, project equipment, project overhead and 
subcontractors.

• If your markup is to low, you may break even or lose money.
• Too high, you may bid yourself out of the job.
• This is the most challenging part of the business, what fee to carry?



Other Methods of Estimating

• Quantity take-off is generally the most accurate way to estimate, but 
there are other estimating methods.

• Conceptual Estimating – generally uses cost models from previous projects to 
establish a budget or ROM.

• Square-Foot-Method – developed by taking the square footage of the project 
multiplied by a unit cost.  This is a quick way to arrive at an estimated cost, but this 
method does not account  for project specifics that affect cost.

• Unit Price Method – bundles all cost factors such as labor, materials, equipment and 
subcontractors to come up with a unit price for the entire task.  

• All options have risk, so make sure and evaluate the task and potential 
issues that may arise from that task.



Estimating Pitfalls

• Accurate Estimating is a vital function for construction businesses and can 
make the difference between getting the right jobs and making a profit on a 
job.  There are pitfalls that are detrimental to the estimating function that 
you want to avoid.

• Inaccurate Estimates contain the following:
• Mathematical errors – always check your work
• Omissions in labor or materials – be as thorough as possible when setting the framework
• Non-standard abbreviations – make sure you understand the documents and meanings
• Unit of measure – define linear, square and cubic measure accurately 

• The more accurately you prepare your estimates, the better chance you have 
to make your project successful.



Using an Estimator

• Many firms have professional estimators, and some do not.  You have to 
evaluate what is best for your business.

• There are many firms that specialize in quantity takeoff and even preparing 
estimates.

• These firms do not have any risk in accuracy of the numbers they provide, so 
be careful should you elect to hire an outside estimator service.



Submitting your Bid

• Once your estimate is complete and you are ready to submit your bid, you 
must make sure to follow all of the instructions in the bid package.

• These instructions include submitting all of the required documents and the 
exact information requested by the bid submission deadline.

• Once submitted, it is reviewed anywhere from 30-90 days.



Job Cost Re System

• A job cost reporting system provides many benefits to the estimating and 
project management process.

• Current projects are monitored more closely with a cost tracking system.  Cost overruns 
are identified and corrective action is taken sooner.

• Information from a job cost reporting system helps with future estimates by creating more 
accurate unit costs.

• Many analytical reports can be generated from cost data to review performance by 
project, activity, year, etc.  Using this data can help you make more strategic decisions.

• There are many ways to set up a job cost reporting system, but, to ensure 
accuracy, the approach should be consistent for all projects.

• Once your system is set up, you can begin entering the cost data.
• Materials, equipment, and project overhead costs can be gathered from 

purchase orders, receip0ts and invoices.
• Labor costs can be taken from timecards.  It is important to keep accurate 

information on the time cards as to which task they worked on each hour.



Estimating Template
Estimate for Misc carp/metal crew 25.00$    
Division #4 15-Nov-18
Prepared by:  04:21 PM
Addenda Noted: 
Comments Total LABOR Materials Subcontract Equipment Other Total

(Spec/Dwg) Description Quantity Unit MH MH/U Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Cost

SPECIFICATIONS SECTIONS:

SPEC 04050 BASIC MASONRY MAT'LS & METHODS
SPEC 04200 MASONRY UNITS
SPEC 04500 REFRACTORIES
SPEC 04700 SIMULATED MASONRY
SPEC 04800 MASONRY ASSEMBLIES
SPEC 04900 MASONRY RESTORATION & CLEANING

BASE BID

0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 #DIV/0! 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
             BASE BID TOTALS : MHS Labor Materials Subcontract Equipment Other TOTAL

must -0- > 0
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				Estimate for								Misc carp/metal crew						$   25.00

				Division #4																						43425.41458333333

				Prepared by:  																						43425.41458333333

				Addenda Noted: 

		ROW		Comments								Total				LABOR				Materials				Subcontract				Equipment				Other				Total

		#		(Spec/Dwg)		Description		Quantity		Unit		MH		MH/U		Unit		Total		Unit		Total		Unit		Total		Unit		Total		Unit		Total		Cost



				SPECIFICATIONS SECTIONS:



				SPEC 04050		BASIC MASONRY MAT'LS & METHODS

				SPEC 04200		MASONRY UNITS

				SPEC 04500		REFRACTORIES

				SPEC 04700		SIMULATED MASONRY

				SPEC 04800		MASONRY ASSEMBLIES

				SPEC 04900		MASONRY RESTORATION & CLEANING



						BASE BID
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												0.0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		0				0				0				0				0		0

												0.0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		0				0				0				0				0		0

												0.0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		0				0				0				0				0		0

												0.0				ERROR:#DIV/0!		0				0				0				0				0		0
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												0						0				0				0				0				0		0

						             BASE BID TOTALS :						MHS						Labor				Materials				Subcontract				Equipment				Other		TOTAL

																																		must -0- >		0







Sundt/Walsh Exhibits



Sundt/Walsh Contract Exhibits
• Exhibit A – Bid Proposal Form
• Exhibit B – Code of Safe 

Practices & Crane Policy
• Exhibit D1 – Sample SCA
• Exhibit D2 – Sample POA 

Contract Boilerplate
• Exhibit D3 – Sample Pos 

Contract Boilerplate
• Exhibit E – List of Documents
• Exhibit F – Supplemental 

Bidding Instructions
• Exhibit H – Textura Overview

• Exhibit I – Quality 
Management Plan

• Exhibit K – Additional Contract 
Requirements

• Exhibit M – BIM Plan
• Exhibit O2 – Weekly Work Plan
• Exhibit P1 – Safety Manual
• Exhibit R – Groundwater Data



Sundt/Walsh Bid Proposal Form 
Exhibit A



Exhibit A – Bid Proposal Form 



Exhibit A – Bid Proposal Form 



Exhibit A – Bid Proposal Form 



Exhibit A – Bid Proposal Form 



Exhibit A – Bid Proposal Form 



Sundt/Walsh Code of Safe Practices       
Exhibit B



Exhibit B



Sundt/Walsh Subcontract      
Exhibit D1



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Exhibit D1 – SCA 



Sundt/Walsh Purchase Order 
Exhibit D2



Exhibit D2 – POA 



Exhibit D2 – POA 



Exhibit D2 – POA 



Exhibit D2 – POA 



Exhibit D2 – POA 



Sundt/Walsh Purchase Order for Services 
Exhibit D3



Exhibit D3 – POS 



Exhibit D3 – POS 



Exhibit D3 – POS 



Exhibit D3 – POS 



Exhibit D3 – POS 



Sundt/Walsh Document List  
Exhibit E



Exhibit E – Document List 



Exhibit E – Document List 



Exhibit E – Document List 



Sundt/Walsh Supplemental Bidding Instructions 
Exhibit F



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Exhibit F – Supplemental BI 



Sundt/Walsh Textura              
Exhibit H



Exhibit H – Textura



Sundt/Walsh Quality Management Plan              
Exhibit I



Exhibit I – Quality Plan



Sundt/Walsh Additional Contract Requirements 
Exhibit K



Exhibit K – Additional Requirements



Exhibit K – Additional Requirements



Exhibit K – Additional Requirements



Exhibit K – Additional Requirements



Exhibit K – Additional Requirements



Exhibit K – Additional Requirements



Sundt/Walsh BIM Requirements              
Exhibit M



Exhibit M – BIM Requirements



Exhibit M – BIM Requirements



Exhibit M – BIM Requirements



Exhibit M – BIM Requirements



Sundt/Walsh Site Safety Management Plan 
Exhibit P1



Exhibit P1 – Site Safety Plan



Exhibit P1 – Site Safety Plan



Exhibit P1 – Site Safety Plan



Exhibit P1 – Site Safety Plan



Sundt/Walsh Safety Manual                         
Exhibit P2



Exhibit P2 – Safety Manual



Exhibit P2 – Safety Manual



Exhibit P2 – Safety Manual



Exhibit P2 – Safety Manual



Exhibit P2 – Safety Manual



Prime Contract



Prime Contract



Prime Contract



Additional Questions
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